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Periodic Table of Investment returns – Global

Diminishing Returns of Nifty over past two decades
We have in this slide depicted the point to point returns of Nifty Index over past three decades. The idea here is to highlight
diminishing returns in Nifty over decades. We have further analyzed this data by bifurcating; performance of the Index in
each year of the decade, demographic change in Index (addition of over achievers, weightage changes since past decade
etc.)
Despite the listed base of companies increasing over years; the percentage of companies
outperforming has reduced to lowest levels in 2018. Even if we take rolling 5 year return analysis
since 2003; the average 5 year rolling returns have dropped to 10% in the last 5 years vs. ~20-22% in
the same period last decade.
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What is moving the markets?
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Where is the incremental investing happening these days?
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Sectorial Changes in Nifty in the past decade
Table below highlights the polarization Nifty has been through; since the past decade.

• Private banks have replaced PSU banks and increased their overall weights in Index.
• Oil Exploration companies have dropped out considerably (Assuming Reliance is now more of a diversified
conglomerate rather than a pure play oil company).
• Nifty now houses more sophisticated/out performing companies. Ideally a true to label benchmark should have
participation from all sectors/industries with fixed minimum/maximum weightage of such sector.
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Index performance
Particulars

BSE Sensex

BSE 500

BSE ALLCAPS

10 year returns

137.4%

128.86%

126.16%

CAGR Returns

9.05%

8.63%

8.52%
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High PE Valuations for Nifty
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Are Fund Managers able to beat the benchmark?
Table below highlights in numerical terms; the number of fund managers who have over past 1 -5 years been
able to beat the benchmark.
According to S&P Indices Versus Active (SPIVA) India scorecard, 92% of the large-cap equity funds
underperformed their respective indices over the one-year period ending December 2018. 45% of total 228
actively managed equity MFs underperformed the benchmark in the 5 year period. SEBI re-categorization of
Mutual Fund schemes + high cost structure associated with Mutual Funds will make alpha generation via active
management of funds a challenge.
While the 1 year figures in the table below might not act as a true comparison barometer; over a period of 3-5
years we have seen outperformance across MFs come down substantially.
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Law of diminishing returns from Equity (As an Asset class)
o Theoretically, Equity returns = Risk free rate + Equity Risk premium. Risk free rates in turn are a derivative of
expected Inflation rates and Real interest rates of the economy.

o We have analysed each of this factor in detail in continuing slides; which helps us summarise that absolute
returns might go down in Equity markets. Having said that, we continue to believe that Equity would continue to
remain a preferred asset class given that the other asset class would see sharper drop in returns profile.
Factor 1: Risk of reduction in Real Interest rates – Negative yields and recession fears are well documented and
spoken about. There are various theories being ascribed to diminishing real rates; but, something that seems logical
is that as the world is aging, people are saving more and since this is their retirement corpus a higher sum is getting
invested into assets which are risk free (Risk free is again theory, as even the Government bond carries some
amount of risk).

Law of diminishing returns from Equity (As an Asset class)
Factor 2: Subdued Inflation –
The world inflation has been trending down. On a decadal basis, 2010 - 2020 was the lowest inflation decade, if we
consider data since 1980. Again a lower inflation would lead to lower interest rates.
• The last decade was the one with relatively easier monetary policy and quantitative easing. If inflation on a
global level has failed to increase during this term (even when rates are going negative), it would be a stretch to
believe that when quantitative tightening happens, inflation would tend to be higher over longer periods.
• One of the reasons for subdued inflation is also the ageing world-wide population, which limits the ability to
inflate assets.
• Given the inequality of incomes, Inflation control is an important item on the manifesto of most Governments.
Factor 3: Slowing Global growth –
Global growth has started decelerating. Equity returns i.e. share price growth is a function of earnings growth.
While it is difficult to get earnings growth data for all the corporates of the world, a proxy could be the GDP data.
Since mid 1990’s the global growth was accelerating, a trend which seems to have started to reverse. The growth
has come down to 3% in CY2019. As future growth assumptions get downgraded, the growth premium built into
equity prices should keep coming down acting as a cap on equity returns.
Factor 4: Increasing Buy-Backs Globally, buybacks have increased materially over the last 4 years. A buyback acts as a floor to the stock price
because of 2 reasons, the first reason being that there is a buyer (the company itself) of the stock and once the
stock is bought it is extinguished, i.e. the same stock will immediately not come into the market. In terms of the
investors mind-set a buy on decline strategy for large buy back companies makes sense, helping reduce volatility in
the stock which would result in reduced risk premium.

Law of diminishing returns from Equity (As an Asset class)
Reduction in Equity Risk premium – This chart is for US as that is the largest market with longest data.
• Equity as a percentage of total household financials assets was much smaller portion in 1980s; which now is
almost at 50%+. Over the years as people have got more comfortable with equity as an asset class, higher
investments have gone into equity. As more people chase one asset class, the risk premium levels tends to
compress.

• India experience may be a little different given the presence of large-scale physical assets; but, if risk premiums
are reducing globally (US and to some extent similar experience in Europe), then it would be fair to say that
similar situation will exist in India over the longer-term as well.
• The whole “Mutual Fund Sahi Hai” campaign along with factors affecting Real Estate has led to large scale retail
investor monies getting invested in Equity.

Fixed Income Markets
Where are the Debt returns leading us
to?
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Decreasing trends in Fixed Income/Debt Category
There are three factors guiding the fixed income environment in any
economy;
- Lending rate by the lead banker (SBI in India’s case)
- Movement in 10 year G-Sec. This basically influences the
government borrowing rate and is a lead indicator for debt
markets
- Periodic movement in Repo rates (For the sake of convenience
we have analyzed this by tracking movement in liquid fund MFs)
The yields on G-Sec have been tapering off as the RBI is going for
rate cuts owing to low inflation. We are trying to co-relate this
with the previous slides to interpret that; Equity returns are a
subset Fixed income returns and both while perceived to have
negative correlation; actually move in tandem, over multiple time
periods.
Equity Returns = Fixed Income returns + Risk Premium
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Sharp fall in lending
Post the credit crisis in
2018-19 there has
been a squeeze in the
flow of resources to
the commercial sector.
Incremental
credit
from Banks and NBFCs
have
declined
in
FY2020 owing to risk
aversion.
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How Reliable are the Credit Ratings?
• A spate of credit events hitting top rated issuers has put investors in a fix. Credit rating agencies have missed
impending defaults in several companies including IL&FS, DHFL and Zee group, leading to sharp downgrades in
ratings of instruments that were of supposedly high credit quality.
• There is a growing perception in India that credit rating agencies have been too charitable in rewarding ratings.
For instance, the number of companies that enjoy AAA status in India is very high compared to other nations. So,
even Reliance Industries, which enjoys AAA status for domestic ratings, falls to Baa2 on the international scale.
Also, rating for a company borrowing abroad is capped by the sovereign rating of that country.
• While India has 70-odd companies that are rated highest quality, only two companies in the US enjoy this
distinction. No company in Germany and UK enjoys AAA rating. Among emerging countries, China has only 14
AAA-rated entities. This implies a gulf between credit standards in India and elsewhere. The rating standards
observed in other countries are missing among domestic agencies.
• Adding to this, Indian rating agencies have been caught on the wrong foot too often. The sharp divergence
between the credit rating and the actual financial position is worrying.
• The consensus is that the conflict of interest in the business model of rating agencies has diluted the credibility of
the rating mechanism. Since rating agencies are compensated by the issuers who raise debt, it has led to instances
of company promoters shopping around for a favorable rating.
Our sense basis learnings from past events is –
Credit/Risk rating mechanism is India is still at a
nascent stage; hence, credit allocation basket
needs to be well thought through.
Ideally, Debt play should be basis well research risk
metrics covering a borrower/covenant rather than
just basing the investment decision on a rating
metric.
March 3, 2020
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What happened to most Favoured Asset Class
over the last Decade

Real Estate
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State of Real Estate (Residential) in India
• India’s housing market remains weak with homes sales & residential construction activity continuing to fall. Government
crackdown on banking-sector malpractice, combined with growing credit risk among developers has seen banks pull the
plug on real estate lending.
• If the Indian real estate market was correctly priced, the rental yield should tend to be somewhere close to the cost of
borrowing. Instead, Mumbai (e.g.) has a rental yield of ~2% - 3%, while the lending rate is around 8.5% to 10%. Property
appreciation on real terms basis (without considering inflation) has been on an downtrend. Past trends reveal that
between 2013 to 2018, residential property price appreciation in India bottomed out to a mere 12% – effectively a little
over 2% on a yearly basis, even for properties in prime locations.
• Domestic real estate funds pumped in ~ $10 bn into the sector between 2015 & 2019 of which ~70% was in residential
segment. But 10 years from then, most real estate funds are either staring at negative returns for investors, have exited
their investments at a loss or continue to extend the exit deadline hoping to close at a better valuation.
• The behavioral change of millennials who don’t consider not owning a house a taboo is important to note

Factors that Killed the Real Estate Markets
• Unattractive/Negative ROI - The returns on investments in residential real estate have dropped from two or even
three-digit values to low single-digit or, in many locations, even negative returns over the last few years.
•

The Economic Slowdown - This has a direct correlation to employment creation and job security in India. Cashconservation is the order of the day in a country; where, citizens are unsure of getting jobs or job continuity.

• Lack of Faith in Under-construction Properties - Under-construction homes were previously Indian homebuyers'
default choice due to the more competitive prices.
• Anticipation of a Significant Price Correction - The sales currently being registered are largely to end-users who got
good deals and were tired of waiting. However, the bulk of buyers who could tip the scales in favor of a convincing
housing revival prefer to wait and watch in a market where renting homes is cheap.
• Unfavorable Loan-to-value Ratio - In recent times, the loan-to-value (LTV) ratio - the amount of loan that can be
given for a property of a certain market value – is now restricted to 70%, whereas it previously ranged between
80% and even 90% of the property value. In short, buyers availing home loans now have to pay 30% of the
property cost upfront.
• High Taxation on Under-construction Homes - GST has replaced the multiple levels of taxation previously
applicable on a home purchase, but the increased simplicity has not resulted in better cost-efficiency. Underconstruction homes attract 5% GST for premium (mid-range) properties & 1% for affordable homes. However, this
does not include input credit benefits, which would have reduced the overall purchase cost. Over and above, 5-7%
stamp duty & registration charges apply to both under-construction and ready-to-move homes
• Millennials’ ‘No-guilt’ Towards Renting - The status perception of homeownership has faded - especially with onthe-move millennials who prefer to rent homes in convenient locations in whatever city they happen to be.
• DeMo + RERA + GST implementation in quick succession
• Growing Awareness of Other Investment Options - With real estate's fading allure, investors began exploring
other options and found them to quite rewarding. For instance, they can invest in a start-up with sums as 'low' as
INR 10 lakhs. Many entrepreneurially-inclined Indians find the potential ROI (as high as 15% in many instances)
more attractive.

Emerging Investment Asset Class
The Start up Space
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2019 – Remarkable year for growth of Unicorns – Tech takes the lead!!
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Tech start ups continue to gather sweet spot
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18% of all start ups are now leveraging Deep-Tech

• Deep-tech start-up pool has grown at 40% CAGR since 2014
• Pool has expanded from 16% of the total start-up base in 2018; and is up from 8% in the year 2014
• Blockchain, 3D printing, robotics, and drone start-ups continue to expand rapidly- albeit on a smaller base
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Early Stage Investment - India
• Venture Capital firms made 303
early-stage investments (worth US$
914 mn) during the calendar year
ended December 2018. The
investment activity was down by
20% compared to the same period
last year (380 deals worth US$ 987
mn).
• Tech companies attracted 257
early-stage investments (85% of the
pie) worth over US$ 757 mn during
2018. FinTech took the top spot
with 54 deals worth US$ 182 mn,
followed by e-Commerce with 45
deals worth US$ 139 mn. Both
FinTech
and
e-Commerce
witnessed a decrease in deal
activity compared to 2017 (7% and
37% respectively). Investments in
HealthTech increased by 23%
compared to 2017 which registered
35 investments in this sector

Proactive actions from State government are driving growth of new
start-up hubs
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Across the Web
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Facets of equity investing
The Most Expensive painting in the world –

•

Pablo Picasso’s 1955 painting Les femmes d’Alger fetched a staggering $179.4mn in a Christie’s
auction in New York, the highest price ever paid for an artwork at auction at the time.

•

Must have been a brilliant investment, no?

•

But let’s stop to consider the facts for a moment:
✓ The painting was last sold in 1997 for $31.9 mn—appreciating by $147.5 mn by 2015.
✓ The previous owner (Mr. Seller) was identified as a “distinguished private European
collector.”
✓ Though it might not reveal the identity it tells us that this person must have been armed
with the knowledge and expertise to “fairly” value and purchase the painting in 1997.

✓ Let us consider the Return on Investment: This investment for Mr. Seller yielded a CAGR of
about 10% over 18 years. Wait! Well that can’t be right? Or can it?
✓ Mr. Seller (although he owned a Picasso which sold for a record price) made a poor return if
benchmarked against average Indian equity index returns.
•

Historically Equity returns outperform other asset classes over long periods of time.
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Exponential Growth
Each time you fold a piece of paper, you double the thickness. So a paper folded 50 times will be how thick?
Karina and Priyanka are successful businesswomen and friends, both are 30 years old. Karina invests Rs 1 lakh
every month for 30 years till retirement. She manages an annual return of 12% on her investments and
succeeds in amassing a sizeable corpus of ~Rs35 crores at the end of 30 years.
Priyanka does nothing for 20 years but she suddenly wakes up 10 years before retirement and starts investing
Rs12 lakhs/month for the next 10 years. She also manages to make an annual return of 12% on her
investment.
However, at the end of the exercise, Priyanka managed to create only around Rs27 crores for her retirement
while Karina managed to amass ~Rs35 crores. How is it possible? Still Confused?
Karina was investing just Rs1lakh/month (Rs 12 lakhs a year for 30 years) whereas Priyanka was investing Rs12
lakhs/month (RS 1.44cr a year for 10 years).
Cost of investments a ‘critical’ factor
20 crores invested at 12% PA return with a cost of 3 % will grow to ~ 47 crore after 10 years.
Same money with identical gross return and time frame minus the 3% cost will grow to ~ 63 crore– A
staggering difference of ~ 16 crore.
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Summary of all earlier slides
• Moderation in return expectations from Equity as an Asset class.
• Debt returns will be volatile given desperate attempts by Central Banks worldwide to maintain liquidity in
the economy and keep markets afloat. Season of Ultra Low rates to return soon.
• Hence, having the right return expectation will ensure better asset allocation and help avoid increase beta,
make portfolio less volatile. Out performance by mutual funds will be lower/more difficult.
• Credit rating agencies have failed in their attempt to assign true and fair ratings to the Debt given past credit
crisis arising from AAA rated securities. In this scenario, it makes sense to look at overall risk worthiness of
the borrower rather than merely basing the investment decision on a rating metric.
• Costs associated with an Investment will play a very important role in determining overall returns.
Investment managers with skin in the game and costs attached to performance with very low fixed fee
should be preferred. Choosing the right advisor with alignment of interest is imperative.
• Real Estate as an Asset class will continue to face different challenges over the next few years. Post
RERA/GST/Demo this sector has lost its shine. The pool of inventory that each city is holding +
amount/number of under completed projects stands large. While there could be pockets like warehousing,
commercial real estate, which could do well, the overall sector returns will be in check.
• Emergence of Start up/Private Equity/Venture Capital investing. Tech driven companies with focus on
AI/IOT/Enterprise solutions/deep tech are driving the next leg of growth. Lot of them will never go public for
a variety of reasons. Secondary transactions a good opportunity too
• On a Dollar adjusted return basis, emerging markets have underperformed developed markets. Given that
India is just ~3% of Global GDP, it makes sense to diversify across asset/geographic locations. Use LRS limits
wisely.
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Disclaimer
The above material is neither investment research, nor investment advice.

This document may contain confidential, proprietary or legally privileged information. It should not be
used by anyone who is not the original intended recipient. If you have erroneously received this
document, please delete it immediately and notify the sender. The recipient acknowledges
that Credence Family Office, Pvt Ltd (“Credence”) or its subsidiaries and associated companies, as the
case may be, are unable to exercise control or ensure or guarantee the integrity of/over the contents
of the information contained in document and further acknowledges that any views expressed in this
document are those of the individual sender and no binding nature of this shall be implied or assumed
unless the sender does so expressly with due authority of Credence or its subsidiaries and associated
companies, as applicable. This document is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or
sale of any financial instrument/security or as an official confirmation of any transaction.
Investment Disclaimer
Investment Products are not obligations of or guaranteed by Credence Family Office, Pvt Ltd or any of
its affiliates or subsidiaries, are not insured by any governmental agency and are subject to investment
risks, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. Past performance is not indicative of
future results, prices can go up or down. Investors investing in funds denominated in non-local
currency should be aware of the risk of exchange rate fluctuations that may cause a loss of principal.
This document does not constitute the distribution of any information or the making of any offer or
solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such distribution or offer is not authorized or to any
person to whom it is unlawful to distribute such a document or make such an offer or solicitation
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